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NewsLETS is BrisLETS’ monthly roundup of events, achievements and plans
The main stories are in the Newsfeed on the website: https://brislets.com/news

IN THIS ISSUE
Vale Liz Stanhope
October Trading Day
Step 2 of Visioning
Membership report
Management report
Contact details
Next Trading Day
Sun 17th Nov 2019
Lunch & talk 12-1pm
Tai Chai workshop 1-1.30pm
Setting up 1.45pm
Trading 2-4pm

Deadlines
NewsLETS stories, notices
advertising and reports:
Sun 3rd December 2019
for publication on
Sun 8th December 2019

Liz lived her vision of BrisLETS - contributing from her life
experience, enhancing her circumstances using goods and
services from LETS, recycling and repurposing, added value
to all she did to enhance the value for all, creating a
supportive community.

Liz was the backbone of BrisLETS - doing all roles except
president, from simple time consuming paper based
cheques, newsletters, to using the online CES,

The oldest of 10 children, her calmness, always being
organised and prepared was appreciated by her family, but
also by her LETS family - meetings were easy with Liz at
the helm, keeping us on track and following the rules - not
always comfortable for committees though, as Liz knew the
rules and made sure committees stuck to them!

Fun loving and fair, while living at Mt Crosby, Liz organised
a LETS pampering weekend and went to Viet Nam with
other LETS members. Seeking out excess fruit, she made
jams & chutney, and made yummy food for meetings.

Liz met another member Alex, living with him for 6 years
then carried on using the LETS transaction program Alex
developed, along with Michael, until BrisLETS moved to the
online CES Sane system. She was involved in QLETS and
OzLETS, connecting with LETS around Australia.

Liz wrote, she met alot of interesting, unusual, pecular,
fascinating and wonderful fellow members. Participation in
BrisLETS has been an important part of my life, and I value
the frends I have made, and people I have met through this
involvement!

Being limited by health, Liz
still contributed until her
passing by having meetings
at her house, being active
on FaceBook, came to the
Aug 2019 AGM by phone
with Ishka, connecting
with non active members to
help them trade over the
phone, placing item ads,
participating in the new
Auction, and was supported
by having a cleaning bee,
hair cuts, massages etc at
home, members bringing
treats etc.

Elizabeth Stanhope 3 Dec 1941 - 4 Nov 2019

Member #0138, joined in 1991, Active 28 yrs
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LETS software simply
gives us the means to
record transactions on
the Australian CES

Platform, connecting CES
groups and members

globally.

Members connect with like minded individuals
through trading a mix of goods and services,
using a convenient platform, without using
dollars, but able to buy and sell like you use
dollars.

Members are attracted to the LETS
group for financial and social
benefits, which evolves from

trading, based on what they value,
how they feel in the group, role

they play, relationships developed,
and how they are facilitated to

create trading energy and keeping
their balance close to zero.

Each LETS follows a vision
map derived from the

experiences in life of current
members, building on the
historical foundation and

current software.

And to be maintained by the skills
and ability of the management support

team to increase active members,
joining fees and trading - Website, CES,
Newsletter, Trading days, facilitators,
promotions, events, membership
support, local area coordinators etc

Each LETS needs an
engine to power it (the
constition, terms and

conditions), and is steered
and fueled by the current
management committee,
with their life experience,

skills, and values to
stimulate trading etc..
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New members joining in October 2019

Amanda Dobson, Chermside West area
BLCE0-051
Amanda offers decluttering, cleaning,
companionship

Kathryn Munro, Annerley area, BLCE 0106
Kathryn is offering an undercover off-street
carpark in Annerly near a bus stop. She is
happy to sign an agreement for long term
users.

Sarah, Bald Hills, BLCE 0064
Sarah offers handmade clothes from natural
fibres using Japanese patterns. She can
also install Linux software on old computers.
Sarah would like a handyman, plumber and
electrician for a project early in 2020.
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Committee contacts:
Jessie Scott - President@brislets.com
Sally Peters - Secretary@brislets.com
Kelly Watts - Treasurer@brislets.com
Ishka - letsmembership@gmail.com
Acting newsletter editor - Jessie

Thoughts from the Vision Workshop

 Be separate from government - off
grid

 Repurposing, recycling
 Platform to be organic and

responsive
 Being able to come to social events

and not have to put a mask on to be
who is expected, and not have to
restitch yourself back together
after you leave - to just be yourself
and go home feeling uplifted for
having attended.

 Most valuable if Vision Statement
arises from those who see
themselves responsible for the
journey towards it

 Sharing dreams, hopes, visions,
values, successes and strengths, is in
itself transformational

 Allows collective wisdom about the
organisations’ tangible and intangible
strengths, capabilities, resources,
potentials and assets to come from
those who don’t normally speak, as
well as the vocal few.

Workcover Insurance
If you, as a private individual,
employ an individual (not a
business) to work in or around
your home (cleaner, ironer, gardener,
labourer etc.) you would be wise to consider
household worker insurance. This is about
$50 for two years and is issued by
WorkCover Queensland. This can be
organised over the phone by calling
1300 362 128 or online via
https://ols.workcoverqld.com.au/ols/public
/newBusiness

November Trading Day
3rd Sunday of the Month 17/11/19

12.15pm to 1pm Shared Lunch and
Learning circle - table behind the kitchen
Paying tribute to Liz, and as it’s the
anniversary of Alison Birds’ passing,
building on their contribution to BrisLETS,
and how we may continue that legacy.
Please bring a plate of food you can eat, to
share, as well as drinks - tea, coffee, sugar
and cows milk provided.
Tai Chi Workshop 1pm-1.30pm
Management meeting 1.30pm-1.45pm
Trading 2-4pm Setting up from 1.45pm to
allow Tai Chi etc.
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Amanda Kelly #1306
After being in BrisLets since 1995 with my
Mum Margaret, and coming to Trading days
over the years, I did not really come much
after my daughter Ava was born. Ava is now
11 and so we started coming back again this
year and I really have to say I have enjoyed
rejoining and meeting up again with people we
knew years ago and meeting new people at
the Albion Peace Hall.

We definitely bought more than we sold
(plants) but that was ok, we spent units on
various items that included food, jewellery,
games, bean bags, pictures, plants, a
beautiful unique ceramic bowl to put
jewellery in, clothes and lollies..

Margaret and I had plants for the auction
and these were auctioned on the day, other
items were put up on facebook and I managed
to snag three - a glue gun, a shoe rack and a
lovely lamp which was great. I pick them up at
the November Trading day!

Unfortunately, we didn't get to go to the
planning and lunch beforehand due to work
commitments but I invited a friend Tracy and
she brought her friend and they came just
for the trading and enjoyed themselves a lot
and are thinking of joining.

I look forward to the November BrisLets
Trading Day as it is nearing Christmas so
hopefully there will be things to buy for
presents for family and friends.

December Trading Day is the 15th
- lets party!

Organised music etc hasn’t worked very
well in the past - so lets see what members
can contribute on the day, whether it’s
music, card games, dance or other fun
activity? Musical chairs, line dancing?

Please bring festive food and drink to
share at lunch to kick off the afternoon.

Maybe we can do something like busking,
where we can give units for music being
played?

As Amanda said, items for Christmas
presents should see good trading.

Lets discuss Secret Santa on Sunday.
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Committee’s report
 From the feedback received, Liz’s work

contacting non-active members and
talking about how to help them activate
trading has been successful. Earlier
members really appreciated being able
to talk with Liz before she passed too,.

 Holger will be working on the BrisLETS
website when he returns from overseas.

 It looks like we will have someone
working on promotions soon.

 We still have positions vacant - can you
please think about what you would like to
see happening for BrisLETS, and
whether you can help achieve this as
part of a team?

 It’s been a steep learning curve for the
committee, with lots of work to do, and
meetings. Thank you for your patience,
and to every one who has been helping
out in whatever way.


